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Abstract

This paper presents a segmentation-free optical character recognition system for printed Urdu Nastaliq font using
ligatures as units of recognition. The proposed technique relies on statistical features and employs Hidden Markov
Models for classification. A total of 1525 unique high-frequency Urdu ligatures from the standard Urdu Printed Text
Images (UPTI) database are considered in our study. Ligatures extracted from text lines are first split into primary (main
body) and secondary (dots and diacritics) ligatures and multiple instances of the same ligature are grouped into
clusters using a sequential clustering algorithm. Hidden Markov Models are trained separately for each ligature using
the examples in the respective cluster by sliding right-to-left the overlapped windows and extracting a set of
statistical features. Given the query text, the primary and secondary ligatures are separately recognized and later
associated together using a set of heuristics to recognize the complete ligature. The system evaluated on the
standard UPTI Urdu database reported a ligature recognition rate of 92% on more than 6000 query ligatures.
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1 Introduction
With the tremendous advancements in computation and
communication technologies, the amount of information
available in the digital form has increased manifolds over
the recent years. Consequently, an increased tendency
to digitize the existing paper documents in the form of
books, magazines, newspapers, and notes has also been
observed over the last decade. With this, the need to have
efficient Optical Character Recognizers (OCRs) to con-
vert the digitized images into text has increased. OCR is
one of the most researched pattern classification prob-
lems. Today, commercially mature OCRs are available
realizing high recognition rates on a number of scripts,
those based on Latin and Chinese alphabets for instance
[1, 2]. Despite these developments, OCRs for many lan-
guages are yet either to be developed or are in very early
stages, and cursive Urdu being one of such example is
investigated in our study.
The alphabet of Urdu is a super set of Arabic, borrows

some characters from Pashto, and comprises a total of 39
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characters. Unlike Pashto and Arabic which are mostly
scripted in the Naskh style, Urdu generally employs the
Nastaliq script which runs diagonally from right to left.
The major challenges offered by Urdu document images
include non-uniform inter- and intra-word spacing, over-
lapping of neighboring and partial words, filled or false
loops, and no fixed baseline [2–4]. OCR finds applica-
tions in a wide range of problem areas including printed
(religious, poetry and literature books, newspapers, pass-
ports, utility bills), handwritten (office records, historical
manuscripts, input to mobile devices) and mixed (traf-
fic challans, bank checks, driving licenses, hand-filled
forms) documents. Other applications include text-guided
autonomous vehicle navigation and text-to-speech, text-
to-text, and speech-to-text recognition for people having
sight, speaking, and hearing disabilities, respectively [2].
This paper presents a statistical features-based holistic

(segmentation-free) OCR for Urdu Nastaliq font. Liga-
tures, which ideally correspond to connected components
(Fig. 1), are employed as recognition units in the pro-
posed technique. A semi-automatic algorithm is selected
for clustering multiple occurrences of high-frequency
ligatures (HFLs) extracted from the well-known Urdu
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Fig. 1 a Complete ligature. b Primary/main ligature. c Secondary ligatures (dot/diacritic)

Printed Text Images (UPTI) dataset [5]. Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) are employed for recognition, a sep-
arate HMM is trained for each ligature cluster. The
recognition of primary ligatures and dots/diacritics is car-
ried out separately which are associated later to form
the complete/true ligature. As opposed to conventional
methods that either carry out recognition of detached
characters [6–9] or work with single font size [5, 10],
the developed methodology recognizes ligatures irre-
spective of the font size. The training data prepared
through the sequential clustering algorithm is expend-
able making the platform scalable for incorporation of
more ligatures.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews

some promising techniques proposed for recognition of
text in Urdu and other languages based on similar scripts.
Section 3 presents the proposed methodology with in-
depth discussion on the training and recognitionmodules.
In Section 4, experiments carried out to validate the
proposed technique are described while conclusions are
drawn in the last section.

2 Literature review
Character recognition is one of the most investigated
pattern classification problems. Recognition systems for
Urdu and text in similar languages, however, are yet to
mature as opposed to other scripts. Most of the work
carried on Urdu either deals with individual characters
[6–9, 11, 12] or employs separate recognition of primary
and secondary ligatures [5, 10, 13]. Traditionally, recog-
nition techniques can be categorized into analytical and
holistic approaches as discussed in the following.

2.1 Analytical approaches
Analytical (segmentation-based) methods rely on seg-
mentation of ligatures into characters either explicitly
[14, 15] or implicitly [16–18]. Among these methods,
Javed and Hussain [19] propose a recognition system for
Urdu Noori Nastaliq font extracting discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) features from skeletonized and already seg-
mented characters. Classification is carried using HMMs
and less than 20 classes are considered in their study.
The system evaluated on 1692 Urdu ligatures achieved

Table 1 A summary of notable contributions on recognition of Urdu text

Study Database Classifier Results Recognition unit Approach

Pal and Sarkar [6] Custom – 97.8% Isolated characters Analytical

Shamsher et al. [7] Custom Neural networks 98.3% Isolated characters Analytical

Tariq et al. [8] Custom Neural networks 97.43% Isolated characters Analytical

Sardar and Wahab [9] Custom – 97.12% Isolated characters Analytical

Nawaz et al. [12] Custom – 89% Isolated characters Analytical

Ahmed et al. [11] Custom Neural networks 93.4% Segmented characters Analytical

Hussain et al. [21] CLE Urdu HMM 87.76% 250 graphemes Analytical

Hassan et al. [16] UPTI BLSTM 86.4%/95.8% Characters Analytical

Ahmed et al. [22] UPTI BLSTM 89% Characters Analytical

Naz et al. [18] UPTI MDLSTM 96.40% Characters Analytical

Hussain et al. [32] Custom – 95% Spotting ligatures Holistic

Sabbour and Shafait [5] UPTI KNN 91% 10,000 primary ligatures Holistic

Javed and Hussain [10] CLE Urdu HMM 92% 1282 unique primary ligatures Holistic

Akram et al. [13] CLE Urdu Modified tesseract 97.87% 1475 unique primary ligatures Holistic

Akram et al. [28] CLE Urdu Modified tesseract 86.15% Unique ligatures Holistic

Javed et al. [19] CLE Urdu HMM 92.73% 1692 Unique ligatures Holistic

Khattak et al. [29] CLE Urdu HMM 97.93% 2028 Unique ligatures Holistic
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Fig. 2 Urdu character set with a joiners and b non-joiner separated

a recognition rate of 92.7%. Malik and Faheim [15] pre-
sented a line and character segmentation scheme that
mainly relies on projection profiles. The under- and over-
segmentations are handled through a set of heuristics.
Segmentation accuracy of 99% is reported on a custom
dataset of Urdu Batool font. In a similar work, Uddin
et al. [20] presented a novel technique for segmentation
of overlapped and joined text lines with subsequent com-
plete ligature extraction from printed Urdu document
images. The system evaluated on 30 document images
reports line and ligature segmentation accuracies of 98.79
and 92.49% respectively. Hussain et al. [21] proposed a
segmentation-based OCR for printed Urdu Nastaliq liga-
tures. The original grapheme shape classes are increased
from 47 to 250 in order to achieve better recognition.
A window is slided over the contour of a segmented
grapheme for extraction of DCT low-frequency coeffi-
cients. The coefficients serve to train separate HMMs
for 250 grapheme classes each having 30 instances. A
query ligature is separated into main and secondary bod-
ies and then segmented into graphemes for individual
recognition. Once recognized individually, graphemes are
joined to form the main body ligatures that are associated
with the secondary bodies using a lookup table. System

Fig. 3 Complete ligatures with the same primary and different
secondary ligatures

evaluation on 93,018 words (from the Center of Language
Engineering (CLE) database) in font size 14 realize 87.76%
ligature recognition rate.
A number of recent studies [16, 22] have employed

deep learning-based implicit segmentation techniques for
recognition of cursive text leaving it to the classifier to
implicitly find segmentation cue points of characters.
Ahmed et al. [22] applied Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BLSTM) classifier to the character recognition
of Urdu. Using raw pixels, the proposed approach realized
89% accuracy on the UPTI dataset. In a similar study, Naz
et al. [17] employ the more advanced multi-dimensional
LSTM (MDLSTM) with Connectionist Temporal Classi-
fication (CTC) layer. System trained using set of statisti-
cal features extracted from normalized gray scale images
report character recognition rate of 96.4% for the clean
text part of the UPTI dataset.
Segmentation-based approaches have the advantage of

reduced number of training classes that is same as the
number of characters (having different context-based let-
ter shapes) in the alphabet. However, segmenting (Urdu
and alike) cursive scripts into characters is a challeng-
ing task in itself. Recently, implicit segmentation using
deep learning has been successfully investigated for recog-
nition of Urdu text [23–26]. These techniques, however,
require large training data and employ characters as units
of recognition rather than ligatures or words.

Fig. 4 Complete ligatures comprising: a Single-character primary
ligature, b single-character primary and secondary ligature,
cMulti-character primary and secondary ligatures, and
dMulti-character primary ligature
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Fig. 5 Ligature image (after detection of Sobel edges) divided into 16
sectors around center

2.2 Holistic approaches
Holistic (segmentation-free) approaches employ partial
words (ligatures) as units of recognition rather than char-
acters. The ligatures themselves have to be extracted
from text lines but since they are not further seg-
mented, these techniques are termed as segmentation-
free. Holistic techniques are known to be more robust
for Urdu text as reported in a number of studies
[5, 9, 10, 12, 19, 27–32].
Among notable holistic approaches, Javed et al. [10]

present a holistic approach for recognition of Urdu text.
DCT features extracted from sliding windows are used
to train HMM-based classifiers for 1282 high-frequency
Urdu ligatures. System evaluation reports 92% recognition
rate for 3655 ligatures. In a similar work [28], modi-
fied tesseract OCR engine is adapted for Urdu Nastaliq
font. The system with a reduced search space realizes
around 97% recognition rate for primary ligatures in font
sizes of 14 and 16. Sabbour and Shafait [5] contributed a
large database of Urdu text line images, UPTI, now con-
sidered a benchmark for the evaluation of Urdu OCR
systems. The recognition methodology relies on extract-
ing shape descriptors from contours of ligature images.

Table 2 Summary of features employed for clustering of
ligatures using DTW

Features Description Dimension

f1-f16 Sum of horizontal edges in each sector 16

f17-f32 Sum of vertical edges in each sector 16

Classification using k-nearest neighbor classifier achieved
a recognition rate of 89% for 10,000 primary ligatures.
A major drawback of most of the ligature-based sys-

tems is the sensitivity to font size and inability to handle
dots and diacritics. Among the systems handling these
issues, Khattak et al. [29] proposed a holistic system for
separate recognition of primary and secondary ligatures
irrespective of font size. Projection profile of edges, con-
cavity, and curvatures features are extracted by sliding
the windows right-to-left over the ligature image. Fea-
tures are fed to the HMM classifiers, training separate
HMMs for 2028 unique ligatures. System evaluation car-
ried on 6084 query ligatures reports a recognition rate
of 97.93%. The system, however, does not associate pri-
mary and secondary ligatures after recognition. Likewise,
in continuation of their previous work [13], Akram et
al. [28] employ the open source tesseract for recognition
of multiple font-sized ligatures. The primary and sec-
ondary ligature recognition is carried out individually that
are associated later to form the complete ligatures. The
system evaluated on 224 documents achieves 86.15% end-
to-end ligature recognition accuracy. The main drawback
of the system is the need of separate training for each
font size.
A summary of recent contributions to recognition of

Urdu text is presented in Table 1. It can be seen from
Table 1 that among the recognition systems that work on
complete text lines, implicit segmentation-based methods
have shown impressive recognition rates. A major issue
with these implicit segmentation-based recognition tech-
niques is that a large amount of training data is required.
Moreover, recognition rates are reported at character
level rather than the more natural unit of Urdu text—the
ligatures.

Fig. 6 a Complete ligatures having same primary and different secondary ligatures. b Separated as primary and secondary ligatures. c Candidate
ligature clusters
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Table 3 Character classes with members and respective Unicodes

Class name Class image Class members Class unicode

Alif , 0627

Bay , , , , , , , 0628

Jeem , , , 062C

Daal , , 062F

Ray , , , 0631

Seen , 0633

Suad , 0635

Toyen , 0637

Ain , 0639

Fay , 0641

Qaaf 0642

Kaaf , 06A9

Laam 0644

Meem 0645

Noon , 0645

Waw 0648

Aik-chashmi-hay 06C1

Do-chashmi-hay 06BE

Choti-yaye 06CC

Bari-yaye 06D2
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Fig. 7 a Sample primary ligature. b Constituent character classes. c Respective Unicodes

2.3 Motivation
A critical analysis of the literature on Urdu OCR sys-
tems reveals that the problem has attracted significant
research attention during the last 10 years. While the
initial endeavors primarily focused on recognition of iso-
lated characters [6–8], a number of deep learning-based
robust solutions [17, 23–26] have been proposed in the
recent years. These methods mainly rely on implicit seg-
mentation of characters and report high recognition rates.
However, as discussed earlier, such systems ignore recog-
nition of complete ligatures and require large amount of
training data. Ligatures represent the most natural unit of
recognition for cursive scripts like Urdu Nastaliq. From

Table 4 Table of dots/diacritics with example images and
corresponding number values

Dot/Diacritic Example image Value Description

No dots – −1 Absence of dot/diacritic

One dot above 01 One dot above baseline

One dot below 02 One dot below baseline

Two dots above 03 Two dots above baseline

Two dots below 04 Two dots below baseline

Three dots above 05 Three dots above baseline

Three dots below 06 Three dots below baseline

Hey stroke 07 Secondary stroke of
“Aik-chashmi-hey” when
used as joiner

Gaaf kash 08 Secondary stroke of “Gaaf”

Madda 09 Secondary stroke
appearing with “Alif”
forming “Alif-mad-aa”

Hamza-e-izafat 10 Secondary stroke
appearing with “Bay” class
when used as joiner

Shadda 11 Arabic like Thashdid

Full stop 12 Full stop

Choti toyen 13 Secondary stroke of
“Thay,” “Rday,” and “Dhaal”

Hamza 14 Secondary stroke with
“Bay” class, some times
appears in isolation

Comma 15 Comma

Question mark 16 Question mark

the viewpoint of end-to-end recognition systems, liga-
ture recognition rates are more significant as compared to
character recognition rates. Urdu has a huge set of unique
complete ligatures summing up to around 26,000 [33].
Most of these complete ligatures, however, are very rarely
used. Moreover, many complete ligatures only differ by
position and the number of dots while the primary com-
ponent of the ligature remains the same. Splitting ligatures
into primary and secondary ligatures results in a signifi-
cant reduction of the number classes. It has been shown
that more than 99% of the complete Urdu corpus can be
covered with around 2300 unique primary and secondary
ligatures only [33]. Association of secondary ligatures
with the primary ligatures after recognition, however, is
a very challenging task and has been mostly ignored in
ligature-based studies [13, 28, 29] on Urdu OCR systems.
The present research aims to develop a robust technique
for recognition of primary and secondary ligatures and
their association allowing recognition of the complete
ligatures.

Fig. 8 A sample Urdu ligature with overlapped sliding windows
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Table 5 Summary of frame features employed in our study

Features Description Dimensionality

f1 Hu’s moments 7

f2 Horizontal projection of Zernike energy 32

f3 Vertical projection of Zernike energy 32

f4 Mean of horizontal projection of Zernike energy 1

f5 Mean of vertical projection of Zernike energy 1

f6 Horizontal projection of FFT energy 32

f7 Vertical projection of FFT energy 9

f8 Mean of horizontal projection of FFT energy 1

f9 Mean of vertical projection of FFT energy 1

Total 116

2.4 Contributions
The key contributions of the present study include the
following.

• A scale invariant, statistical features-based holistic
OCR system for Urdu Nastaliq font is proposed that
employs ligatures as units of recognition.

• A semi-automatic and scalable sequential clustering
technique is presented to group ligatures into clusters
to prepare the training data.

• Separate recognition of primary and secondary
ligatures is carried through HMMs and recognized
ligatures are combined to form the complete ligatures
using a comprehensive reassociation technique.

• High-ligature recognition rates are realized on a
benchmark dataset of Urdu text lines.

3 Proposedmethodology
This section presents the details of the proposed
methodology for recognition of Urdu Nastaliq text. A
segmentation-free approach is adopted for recognition of
complete ligatures. A complete ligature may comprise of
one or more characters joined together through joiner
rules of Urdu language. The list of joiner and non-joiner
characters is illustrated in Fig. 2.

In many cases, multiple complete ligatures consist of the
same primary ligature shape but differ only in the number,
type or position of secondary ligatures as shown in Fig. 3.
The ligatures are extracted from text line images. Each
ligature is represented by a feature vector, and instances
of the same ligatures are grouped into clusters. These
clusters are employed to train a separate HMM for each
ligature class. Once the system is trained, a document
image presented to the system is first divided into lig-
atures, primary and secondary ligatures are separately
recognized through HMMs and later associated (through
assignment of dots and diacritics to the respective char-
acters in the primary ligature). The details of the training
and recognition modules are presented in the following.

3.1 Training
Training is carried out to make the models learn to dis-
criminate between different ligature classes. The first 3000
text lines from the UPTI database are used as the training
set in our study. The key steps in training involve extrac-
tion of ligatures from text lines, clustering of ligatures and
training of hidden Markov models on clusters of ligatures
as detailed in the following.

3.1.1 Ligature extraction
Urdu is a highly cursive language where lines and words
are collections of ligatures that are similar to ‘Parts of
Arabic Words’ (PAW). A complete ligature either com-
prises a single character or multiple characters joined
(using joiner rules) together. Moreover, a ligature may
only be primary ligature or a combination of primary and
secondary ligatures (dots and diacritical marks), different
examples being illustrated in Fig. 4. We employ connected
component labeling on each line of text to extract the lig-
atures irrespective of type (primary or secondary). These
ligatures are then grouped into clusters as discussed in the
following.

3.1.2 Ligature clustering
Training a classifier to recognize classes requires labeled
ligature classes. Manually generating and labeling the

Fig. 9 19-state HMMs employed for classification
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Fig. 10 Sample text line with ligatures identified as primary (red) and secondary (green) ligatures

training data is naturally an expensive solution in terms of
time and effort. We, therefore, carry out a semi-automatic
clustering of extracted ligatures to generate the training
data for the classifiers. Errors in the generated cluster
classes are then corrected through visual inspection in
order to make clusters error free to serve as training data.
We adapt a sequential algorithm [1, 34, 35] that employs

dynamic time warping (DTW) [1] for clustering of lig-
atures. The algorithm does not require the number of
desired classes in advance. Sobel edge detector is first
applied to the binarized ligature image in order to find the
horizontal and vertical edges in the ligature. The image
is next divided into 16 sectors around its center (Fig. 5)
that are eventually used for extraction of effective and
computationally inexpensive 32 dimensional features as
summarized in Table 2.
Initially, a ligature is randomly chosen and is assumed as

mean of the first cluster. Each of the remaining ligatures
is then picked one by one and the distance from the mean
of each cluster is computed using DTW. If the distance
to the nearest cluster is below a predefined threshold,
the current ligature is added to the respective cluster and
the cluster mean is updated. Otherwise, a new cluster is
created with the present ligature as its center. The sequen-
tial clustering algorithm does not impose any constraints
on the number of clusters and hence the system remains
scalable to add more clusters. The algorithm, however, is
sensitive to the order in which the ligatures are presented
to it. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the idea is to
generate an approximate set of clusters which are cor-
rected by visual inspection prior to training the models
(as they form training data for the classifiers). To keep
only the high-frequency ligature (HFL) clusters, the Uni-
code associated with each cluster is compared with those

in the standard frequency list of HF ligatures compiled by
the Center of Language Engineering (CLE) [21]. A cluster
that finds a match in the HFL list is kept in the database
while the remaining clusters are discarded. The process
produced a total of 1525 HFL clusters each containing at
least 10 instances.
As discussed earlier, the primary and secondary liga-

tures are treated as separate clusters in our study. This
allows reducing the total number of unique clusters. The
idea is illustrated in Fig. 6 where three ligatures segmented
into primary and secondary components are shown along
with the unique ligature clusters to be generated.
Once the clusters are produced, each cluster is assigned

its respective Unicode. Each character has a unique Uni-
code in Urdu, and ligatures having multiple characters are
assigned a code that is a combination of the Unicodes of
the characters constituting the ligature. Similar to ligature
level, at character level, the number of unique charac-
ter classes is reduced to 20 after removing the dots and
diacritics. The different forms (isolated, initial, middle,
end) of characters which appear similar in the absence of
dots/diacritics are assigned a single class label. The idea is
illustrated in Table 3 where groups of characters are iden-
tified that have the same visual appearance in the absence
of dots and diacritics. A ligature is then represented by
the combination of the Unicodes of the character classes’
representatives as shown in Fig. 7. Unlike primary liga-
tures, the secondary ligatures (and punctuation marks)
are labeled by unique values from 01–16 as described in
Table 4.
Once the primary and secondary ligatures are grouped

into clusters and each cluster is assigned the respective
Unicode, we proceed to training models to learn the liga-
ture classes. We have selected to employ hidden Markov

Fig. 11 Primary ligatures with respective secondary ligatures association (same color) forming complete ligatures
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Fig. 12 Text line segmented as complete ligatures showing sample separation into primary and secondary ligatures

models which have been successfully applied to a num-
ber of diverse problems including gesture recognition
[36–38], speech recognition [39], handwriting recogni-
tion [38, 40], musical score recognition [41], and optical
character recognition [10, 42–44]. The steps of feature
extraction from ligature clusters and subsequent training
are discussed in the following subsections.

3.1.3 Feature extraction
Features play a vital role in any recognition system. Fea-
tures are broadly categorized into structural and statis-
tical features. While structural features are a rich and
intuitive representation of the objects under study, clas-
sification using structural features, in general, is compu-
tationally intensive. Statistical features which represent
certain statistics computed from the objects or shapes
under study can be compared using a wide range of clas-
sifiers. In our study, statistical features are computed by
sliding an overlapped window over the height-normalized
image of each ligature. Height normalization preserves the
aspect ratio of the ligature image and also ensures that the
computed features are not dependent upon the size of lig-
ature.We normalize the height of each ligature to 32 pixels
and employ a sliding window of 32 × 9 with an overlap of
4 pixels as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The set of features extracted from each window/frame

includes Hu’s moments [45], horizontal and vertical pro-
jections with respective mean values of two-dimensional
fast fourier transform (FFT) energy and Zernike moments
[46] energy. These features are briefly described in the
following.

Hu’s moments: For anM×N binary image f, the regular
moment is defined as:

upq =
M−1∑

x=0

N−1∑

y=0
xpyqf (x, y)

Fig. 13 Primary ligatures with upper (green) and lower (red) profiles
as reference baselines

where f (x, y) is the intensity of the pixel at pixel coordi-
nates (x, y) and p + q is the order of the moment. For
translation invariance, the center of gravity of the image
(x, y) is used to define the central moments:

upq =
M−1∑

x=0

N−1∑

y=0
(x − x)p(y − y)qf (x, y)

Hu further derived a set of seven rotational invariant
moments M0 . . .M7 for an effective representation of the
shapes under study. In our implementation, the seven
Hu’s moments are computed from each frame and are
employed as features. The computational details of these
moments can be found in [45].

Zernike energy features: Zernike moments of order
four [47, 48] are computed from each frame that is resized
to 32 × 32. The computation of Zernike moments com-
prises three main steps, computing the radial polynomial,
computing the basis function of Zernike and computing
Zernike moments. Zernike moments for discrete image of
symmetric size N × N are computed as follows.

Zn,m = n + 1/λN
N−1∑

c=0

N−1∑

r=0
f (x, y)V ∗

m,n(x, y)

= n + 1/λN
N−1∑

c=0

N−1∑

r=0
f (x, y)R∗

m,n(ρxy)e−jmθcr

Where λN is the normalization factor and 0 ≤ ρxy ≤ 1. n
represents the order of the radial polynomial and is a non-
negative integer. m is an integer satisfying the constraints

Fig. 14 a, b Primary ligature(s) without loop and c with loop showing
secondary ligatures positions
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Table 6 Lookup table for character classes—possible
occurrences of dots/diacritics

Character class Character class shape Possible dot/diacritic number

Alif 9

Bay 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14

Jeem 1, 2, 6

Daal 1, 13

Ray 1, 5, 13

Seen 5

Suad 1

Toyen 1

Ain 1

Fay 1, 3

Qaaf 3

Kaaf 8

Laam 11

Meem −1

Noon 1

Waw −1

Aik-chashmi Hey −1

Dochashmi-Hey −1

Choti-Yaye −1

Bari-Yaye 10, 14

n − |m| = even and m ≤ n, representing the repeti-
tion of the azimuthal angle. Rn,m is radial polynomial, and
Vn,m is a 2-D Zernike basis function [47]. The amplitude
of Zernike moments is calculated from moment’s abso-
lute values that are used for computing Zernike energy
normalized by the frame size.

Zernikeenergy = (abs(ZernikeMoments)).2/(sizeframe)

The Zernike energy is then used to find the horizon-
tal projection (the sum of each row in the energy matrix;
dimension, 32), vertical projection (the sum of each col-
umn in the energy matrix; dimension, 32), and mean
values of the two projections (dimension, 2) forming a 66
dimensional Zernike Energy feature vector for each frame.

Two-dimensional FFT energy features: Fourier trans-
form converts an image from the spatial to the frequency
domain. The two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform
of an image is computed as follows.

F(u, v) =
N−1∑

x=0

M−1∑

y=0
f (x, y)e−j2π(ux/M+vy/N)

where u = 0, 1, 2, . . .M − 1 and v = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,N − 1. For
each frame, we compute the 2D-FFT and find the absolute
value of each FFT coefficient. These absolute values are
then employed to compute the (normalized) FFT energy
profile.

FFTenergy = abs(FFTframe).2/sizeframe

The dot operator with the power of 2 represents the
element-wise square of absolute values while division by
size of frame (framesize) normalizes the FFT energy. The
sum of each row of FFT energy matrix gives its horizon-
tal projection while the sum of each of column gives a
vertical projection of energy. The horizontal and vertical
projections and their mean values form a 43 (32+9+1+1)
dimensional FFT energy-based feature vector.
Each frame is represented by a single 116-dimensional

feature vector as summarized in Table 5.

Table 7 Sample character class with respective dot/diacritics values forming characters

Character class Dot/diacritic class Form-able character

Jeem( ) ( =02), ( =06), (−1), ( =01) Jeem( ) Chay( ) Hay( ) Khay( )
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Fig. 15 a The same primary ligature forming different complete
ligatures b ‘Bana’ and c ‘Naba’, due to the same dots (having the same
position information) with different access order

3.1.4 HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) training
A separate HMM is trained for each of the 1525 high-
frequency ligature clusters. Each cluster comprises atleast
10 images of the respective ligature. For training, the
features extracted from each ligature using right-to-left
sliding windows are employed. Since HMMs are discrete,
the extracted features are quantized to a 100-symbol code-
book and a 19-state right-to-left HMM (Fig. 9) is trained
on ligature images in each cluster using the standard
Baum-Welch algorithm. Each trained HMM is associated
with the Unicode of the respective ligature. Once the
models are trained, we proceed to recognition of query
ligatures as presented in the following section.

3.2 Ligature recognition
For recognition, text lines fed to the system are scanned
from right to left. Six handcrafted features reported in
[49] with additional features (width, height, area, loops)
are extracted for identification of ligatures as primary

or secondary, as indicated in Fig. 10. Once identified,
secondary ligatures are associated with their respective
primary ligatures forming complete ligatures as shown in
Fig. 11. Details of the ligature identification and associa-
tion method can be found in [49].
Prior to recognition, the position and access-order infor-

mation of secondary ligatures with respect to the upper
and lower profiles of primary ligature is extracted and
stored. Recognition is carried out by feeding the fea-
ture sequences extracted from a query ligature to all the
trained models. The model that reports the maximum
probability characterizes the query ligature. The position
and access-order information are later used for association
of secondary ligatures with their primary ligature to form
the complete ligature, which is eventually validated from a
dictionary and is written to a text file.

3.2.1 Secondary ligature position and access-order
information

As discussed earlier, the input text lines are scanned from
right to left for extraction of complete ligature that is
split into primary and secondary ligatures (Fig. 12), if any.
In order to retrieve the information on the position of
secondary ligature, the upper and lower profiles of the
primary ligature are used as two reference baselines as
shown (by green and red colors, respectively) in Fig. 13. A
primary ligature may or may not contain loop(s); hence,
scanning from right to left, the position information of a
secondary ligature with respect to the (primary ligature’s)
reference baselines is found as follows.

Fig. 16 a Splitting a complete ligature as primary and secondary components. b Recognized primary and secondary ligatures with the position and
access-order information of secondary ligatures. c Assignment of recognized secondary ligatures to character classes of primary ligature to determine
true characters
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1. Primary ligature with no loop(s)

• Secondary ligature is considered above the
baseline if it is above the upper profile.

• Secondary ligature is considered above the
baseline if it is in between the upper and lower
profiles.

• Secondary ligature is considered below the
baseline if it is below the lower profile.

2. Primary ligature with loop(s)

• Secondary ligature is considered above the
baseline if it is above the upper profile and
below otherwise.

The complete process for retrieval of position and access
information of dots/diacritics is presented in Algorithm 1.
The dot/diacritic positions of the two types of primary
ligatures (without loop and with loop) are shown in
Fig. 14. The position and access-order information is com-
puted for all secondary components considered in our
study. The position information, however, matters only
for one dot and two dots while the access-order infor-
mation is required for all the secondary components
(Table 4).

Algorithm 1 : Algorithm for secondary ligature’s position
and access-order information retrieval
Require: Complete ligature image I
Ensure: Array of secondary ligatures position and

access − order information infoArray
1: index ← 1
2: infoArray ← null

//Find labeled components L and is its total number N
3: [ LN]← Labeled(I)

//Extract primary ligature pLigature and its label pLabel
4: [pLigaturepLabel]← getPrimary(I, L,N)

//Find baseline from primary ligature
5: baseline ← getBaseline(pLigature)

//Extract info. on of position and access-order sec-
ondary ligs

6: For(i ← 1toN)
7: If(i �= pLabel)

//Extract secondary ligature’s dimensions
8: dimension ← getDimension(L, i)

//Extract position information
9: position ← getPosition(dimension, baseline)

//Store position sequentially
10: infoArray[index]← position
11: index ← index + 1
12: End
13: End

Table 8 Recognition rates of (primary, secondary, and
punctuation ligature) clusters

Ligature type Number of
ligatures

Correctly
recognized

Recognition rate

Primary ligatures 5969 5685 95.24%

Secondary ligatures 3591 3342 93.07%

Punctuations 218 218 100%

Total ligatures 9778 9245 94.55%

Total complete
ligatures

6187 5708 92.26%

3.2.2 Primary and secondary ligature recognition
After retrieval of position and access-order information,
the complete ligature’s primary as well as secondary liga-
tures are individually fed to the trained HMM classifiers.
Recognition is carried out by the HMM producing the
highest probability for the queried ligature, the corre-
sponding label is returned as output. These labels are not
the complete ligature Unicodes but represent a collection
of corresponding character classes’ Unicodes (Table 3)
for primary ligatures and the numeric codes (Table 4)
for secondary ligatures. A postprocessing of the associa-
tion of secondary ligatures with the primary ligature and
subsequent assignment of each secondary ligature to the
character classes of primary ligature is carried to form
complete characters and is described as follows.

3.2.3 Secondary ligature association and complete ligature
formation

Once recognized, the dots/diacritics (secondary ligatures)
are associated with the respective primary ligature using

Table 9 Complete ligatures (per number of characters) with
respective recognition rates

Characters in
ligature

Total ligatures Correctly recognized Recognition rate

Isolated
characters

2705 2657 98.22%

Two character
ligatures

2391 2287 95.65%

Three character
ligatures

733 483 65.89%

Four character
ligatures

106 49 46.22%

Five character
ligatures

31 14 45.16%

Six character
ligatures

2 0 0.00%

Seven character
ligatures

1 0 0.00%

Punctuations 218 218 100%

Total true
ligatures

6187 5708 92.26%
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the pre-computed position information. A list is main-
tained for numeric values of secondary ligatures with
respective Unicode value (composed of single or multi-
ple character class’s Unicodes) of primary ligature. Next,
the access-order information comes in to play for rule-
based assignment of secondary ligatures (if any) to the
character classes that constitute the primary ligature in
order to form the characters. Starting from right to left,
the possible occurrence of the first secondary ligature (in
access-order) with the first character class (of the pri-
mary ligature) is verified from a lookup table (Table 6)
and assigned to from a true character. Otherwise, the pro-
cess is repeated for the subsequent classes till the last cha-
racter class of the primary ligature. The idea is illustrated in
Table 7 for character class “Jeem” of Table 6 (row number 3)
where the recognized character class “Jeem” may either
have one of the following secondary ligatures: one-dot-
above, one-dot-below, three-dots-below, or may not have
any secondary ligature. This leads to the formation of true

characters “Khay,” “Jeem,” “Chay,” or “Hay” as illustrated in
Table 7.
Once assigned, a dot/diacritic can not be assigned to any

other character class. Similarly, the second dot/diacritic
is verified and assigned, and so forth. The access-order
information effectively resolves the assignment issue of
the same secondary ligatures with the same position infor-
mation to the same primary ligatures as summarized in
Fig. 15.
The overall recognition process of a query ligature

is summarized in Fig. 16. The splitting of true lig-
ature into primary and secondary ligatures is shown
in Fig. 16a. Figure 16b shows the individually rec-
ognized ligature classes, position information of sec-
ondary ligatures with respect to reference baselines,
Unicodes of primary ligatures, and number values and
the access-order information of secondary ligatures. Like-
wise, Fig. 16c elaborates the idea of assigning the rec-
ognized dots/diacritics to the character classes of the

Fig. 17 Classification rates (500 ligatures) as a function of a HMM states (windowwidth = 9) bwindowwidth for feature extraction (HMM states = 19)
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Fig. 18 Classification rates (500 ligatures) as a function of number of images in each ligature cluster

recognized primary ligature to form the complete ligature
Unicode string.
Once recognized, the Unicode strings of the true char-

acters are concatenated to form the Unicode string of the
complete ligature which is written to a text file in UTF-8
after verification from a lexicon.

4 Results and analysis
This section presents the details of the experiments car-
ried to assess the effectiveness and validity of the proposed
technique. Recognition rates on primary and secondary
ligatures are computed separately as well as after the asso-
ciation of the two. The achieved results are also compared
with the recent Urdu OCR systems reported in the lit-
erature. The system is trained on 1525 high-frequency
ligature clusters among which 16 clusters represent dots

and diacritics. Evaluation is carried on 6187 complete/true
ligatures comprising 1 to 7 characters per ligature. These
test complete ligatures have been extracted from text lines
selected randomly from the 7063 text lines (which were
not used for system training). When distinguished into
primary and secondary ligatures, the 6187 complete lig-
atures result in a total of 9778 primary and secondary
ligatures. An overall recognition rate of 94.55% is achieved
on these 9778 ligatures. After the association of primary
and secondary ligatures, the recognition rate on complete
ligatures (partial words) reads 92.26%. These results are
summarized in Table 8. It can be seen that the individual
recognition rates on primary and secondary ligatures are
comparatively high (95.24% for primary ligatures, 93.30%
for secondary ligatures, and 100% for punctuations) and
drop (to 92.26%) once both are associated together. This

Table 10 Comparison of proposed method with notable studies

Study Dataset Recognition unit Accuracy Complete ligature recognition

Ahmed et al. [22] UPTI Character 89.00% –

Hassan et al. [16] UPTI Character 87.40%/ –

94.85%

Naz et al. [17] UPTI Character 96.40% –

Naz et al. [18] UPTI Character 94.97% –

Javed et al. [10] CLE Ligature 92.00% No

Akram et al. [13] CLE Ligature 97.87% No

Javed and Hussain [19] CLE Ligature 92.73% No

Khattak et al. [29] CLE Ligature 97.93% No

Sabbour and Shafait [5] UPTI Ligature 91.00% No

Akram et al. [28] CLE Ligature 86.15% Yes

Hussain et al. [21] CLE Ligature 87.76% Yes

Proposed UPTI Ligature 92.26% Yes
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drop is very much natural as the association of dots and
diacritics with the primary ligatures is a challenging task.
The highly cursive nature of the script makes it diffi-
cult to correctly associate all secondary ligatures with the
respective primary ligatures. Considering the challenges
it offers, a recognition rate of around 92% on more than
6000 ligatures is very much promising.
We also computed recognition rates of complete liga-

tures as a function of complete ligature length (number
of characters in the complete ligature). A summary of
these results is presented in Table 9. It can be seen that
recognition rates gradually decrease with the increase
in the number of characters per complete ligature. This
observation can be attributed to the increasing number
of dots/diacritical marks with the increasing length of
ligature which makes recognition more challenging.
We also carried experiments to study the performance

of the system as a function of system parameters includ-
ing the frame size and number of hidden states in the
HMMs. First, 500 ligatures of the dataset were selected
for conducting these experiments. The recognition rates
for different frame sizes and the number of HMM states
are illustrated in Fig. 17. It can be seen that the recogni-
tion rates are more sensitive to smaller frame widths in
a way that smaller windows are unable to capture distin-
guishing characteristic of ligatures. Likewise, an increase
in recognition rate is observed by increasing the number
of HMM states. The recognition rates start to stabilize at
17–21 states. Similarly, we study the performance eval-
uation as a function of the number of images in each
ligature cluster. The number of images in each training
cluster is varied from 5 to 30, and the realized classifica-
tion rates are summarized in Fig. 18. It can be seen from
Fig. 18 that a promising recognition rate of around 91%
is achieved with only five training images in each cluster.
It can also be noticed that the recognition rates stabi-
lized from 20 images per cluster onwards, a manageable
number of training the system.
We also carried a comparison of our system perfor-

mance with those of the notable recent techniques on
the same problem. As discussed earlier, most of the work
on Urdu OCR considers either isolated characters [6–8]
or separate recognition of primary and secondary liga-
tures [13, 29] without associating the two. In most cases,
the results have been reported on custom-developed
databases making it difficult to objectively compare differ-
ent systems. Comparison of our system can be carried out
with [5, 16–18, 22] and [5, 10, 13, 19, 21, 28, 29] on the
basis of database used (UPTI) and recognition unit (liga-
tures), respectively. The recognition rates of these studies
are summarized in Table 10. It should however be noted
that we employ ligatures as basic units of recognition as
opposed to characters in [16–18, 22]. Consequently, we
report the ligature recognition rates while the implicit

segmentation-based studies listed in Table 10 report char-
acter recognition rates. The character recognition rates
are provided for completeness, and the two rates are not
directly comparable as in case of ligatures, an error in
a single character leads to rejection of complete ligature

Table 11 Examples of similar ligatures resulting in false matches

Query Mismatched Query Mismatched
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representing a more challenging scenario. Among stud-
ies evaluated on ligatures [5, 10, 13, 19, 21, 28, 29], only
[28] and [21] consider the association of primary and sec-
ondary ligatures. These studies, however, are evaluated on
a different dataset (CLE). A meaningful comparision of
our work is possible with [5] where the authors employ
ligatures as units of recognition and use the same UTPI
database. A recognition rate of 91% is reported in [5] with-
out associating primary and secondary ligatures together
(hence complete ligatures are not recognized). Our pro-
posed technique achieves a recognition rate of 92.26%
complete ligature recognition rate (after the association
of primary and secondary ligatures) demonstrating its
effectiveness.
In an attempt to investigate the reasons for recognition

errors, we analyzed the classification errors in the recog-
nition and re-association phases. It was observed that the
errors mainly resulted due to the following factors.

• Ligatures with visually similar shapes
• False joining of secondary ligatures with the

respective or neighboring primary ligature
• False re-association of dots/diacritics with the

primary ligatures

Table 11 illustrates examples of few of the mismatched
ligatures where it can be seen that the queried ligature
have close resemblance with the falsely recognized lig-
ature leading to classification errors. Likewise, in some
cases, the secondary ligatures are joined with their own
or an adjacent primary ligature and cannot be extracted

(Fig. 19) causing false recognition. In a similar fashion,
in situations where consecutive character classes have
the same dots/diacritics according to the lookup table
(Table 6), the postprocessing step may result in false asso-
ciations. Example errors of false association are illustrated
in Table 12.

5 Conclusions
We presented a holistic optical character recognition sys-
tem for printed Urdu Nastliq font using statistical fea-
tures and Hidden Markov Models employing ligatures as
units of recognition. The developed system is trained on
1525 unique high-frequency Urdu ligature clusters from
the standard UPTI database. The complete ligatures are
first split into primary and secondary ligatures and are
recognized separately. The secondary ligatures are then
associated with the primary ligature using a set of heuris-
tics to recognize complete ligature. The system evaluated
through a number of interesting experiments achieved
high recognition rates which are comparable to the recent
studies on this problem.
In our further study on the subject, we intend to incor-

porate the entire set of Urdu HFLs (around 2300) to
cover almost complete (99%) Urdu vocabulary. Likewise,
we presently consider 16 frequently occurring dots and
diacritics and this number can be enhanced as well. The
postprocessing which associates secondary components
with the respective primary components can be further
improved to reduce the recognition errors when classify-
ing the true ligatures.

Fig. 19 Examples of joined ligatures resulting in a mismatch
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Table 12 Examples of incorrectly postprocessed complete
ligatures (after correct recognition of primary and secondary
ligatures) due to incorrect re-association

Query complete ligature Falsely formed complete ligature
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